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In distributed systems load distnbutíon and balancing are primary functions' directed to system 
performance improvement and user content. In order to decide where the incoming workload have 
to be allocated, maintaining a reasonabJe balance in the system, a number of non trivial tasks will be 
necessary. ' , 
As a basement for further automatic system decision, this paper propose a user supervised 
processor allocation schedtiler and shows which information should be collected, when and how to 
collect and disseminate it to support the User d~sion. 
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l¡.INIRODUCTION ·:tfilO¡.~ :)lOql;1(: ,::¡;; 

.')'·"rl~im ~¡rn' 

Load balancing attempts to optimize overall system performance by judicious allocation on 
processes to one of a set of available processors. Tbis can be acbieved by allocating processes 
at the time they are created or by re-allocating them wbile they are running (process 
migration). 
In a previous work [1], sorne design and implementation considerations to build a system to 
support non migrating load balancing in a network of workstations were outlined. 
On designing this SUPPOrt system the following assumptions, Iimitations and expectations were 
presupposed: 

• Homogeneity of computer architectures and operating systems. Nodes differ only in 
processing speed and storage capacity. 

• Only those tasks created by th(J user-system interaction will be involved with the load 
balancing system. 

• Tasks are independent and can be created in any system site. 
• It is eXJ)ected a significant reduction in ex~ution time for SP~ (Single Program Multiple 

Data) CPU intensive tasks. 
• Global system state information ,.viII be colIected periodically and maintained by each node 

in the I'letwork (decentralised policy for information gathering). Based on tbis information 
the node where the task was createdis in charge of deciding the final allocation roe tbat 
task:' This corresponds ·to an scheme' of global transfer policies with non migrating Load 
Balancing Scheduling, sender initiated. 

Incremental system development was divided into three stages: 

At the first stage, load balancing is attempted through user supervised load distribution. The 
user receives assistance from the system, wbich supplies global information about load 
conditions in the network and a facility for remote execution, and then decides the: :execution 
site for bis jobo 
During tbis stage the system collects statistical data about the values of outstanding variables 
under diverse user-selected distribution policies based on diverse metrics approaches. ~ 
data will be used as a knowledge base to study policies to be designed, and then used by the 
system through intelligent tools (such as neural nets or genetic algorithms), for automatic 
decision of load distribution. 

',' 

Thesecond stage adds to thesystem a new subsystem; the Decision Subsyslem which replaces 
the user on deciding the most appropriate node for the user requested program execution. (See 
figure 1). 

The final stage in system development propose to provide an specification.languagetodeelare 
those tasks subject to parallel execution. 
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Por tbis purpose sorne interfaces will provide specification files wbich wnt ~6ellié'i1iput ót an 
interpreter. Tbis interpreter will convert the sentences of the specification language into 
independent requests for the decision subsystern. 
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Figure 1: Architecture of the Load Balancing System. 

As a part of the first system development stage above rnentioned, this paper show design aspects on 
the subsysteinS devoted to allocate a site for incoming job execution under user supervision. The 

'nUün objective of this stage is to build a basement for appropriate decision criterla according sorne 
quantitative measure of worldoad. 

2. LOAD-BALANCING SCHEDULING 

Perfonnance degnidation due to workload unbalancing, ordinarily conveys to lower global 
throughput and increased response time for arriving jobs [4], [5], [8], [9], [10], [11], [13], [15]. 
This three diffei'entaspects are intimately correlated and consequently system perfonnance can be 
unprovedby enhancing onIy one of them [16]. We can devise a rnechanisrn to determine a 
convenient, not necessarily optirnum, execution site for an aniving task~ Under this Vision' tbe 
problem becornes a scheduling problern. For solving it, proper and updated information about 
system state and arriving tasks attributes should be necessary. 
The scheduler, which is insta11ed in each node of the distributed system, assists the user by 

"'providing him with infonnation related to current global load conditions. BasicaJly, this dynamicaJly 
updated infonnation coDsists of a set of load levels corresponding to an index (measure of) load in 
each network node. A node load condition is described by a number of parameters related to the 
state of sorne resources. Based on tbis information, knowing taSk attributes and by choosing sorne 
criterla the user finally' decides a suitable execution site for the incoming task. 
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The Load-BalancingScheduler is· pan of the Load Balancing System, shQwn .~. P1M:~f ¡!:;¡ ::~ i 
scheduler, as shown in figure 2, consists of two subsystems; Information SubsyStem and User 
Interface and their main tasks are to provide updated system condition infonnation to the user, 
interaction with the user and the conversion of user directives, in ;". reques\ to .f~,:~~tion:~ 
Subsystem. The later is in charge of process re-allocation (migration) to anoiher "site, if 
required. In particular the User Int~~rface is divided into two layers: an external one, the user 
interaction and an intemal one; the information requester. 
Now, we wiIl concentrate on sorne relevant design and irnplementationaspects of the~ 
scheduler. 

Load 
Balancing 
Scbeduler 

Userl Job 

• ~ ~ ~ ...... ~ M" .... .. .. • .... ................ • ................ _, .. 

Figure 2: Architedure of the Load Balancing System for 
the ,Initial' Development Stage. 

The scheduler, by 'means of·a dtlcentralised policy for information gathering, ·coIlects and 
maintains infonnation about load (:onditions corresponding to each node in the network. The 
infonnation is available at user will (typically at new task arrival time) 'who fina11y, using an 
scheme of global transfer policies, deeides the execution node. When adopting this design for 
the scheduler, three main question~ arouse: 

• What to colleet ? (Section 2.1) 
• When a request (or an exchange) ofinformation should be initiated? (Section 2.2) 
• How to collect infonnation from each network node? (Section 2.3) 
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In the fóUoWing sectitiris we' explain' out approach tO'8nswer these"luestiOl,aS. ,; \;,\',' ('\' \,,:~)\jJ :){n' 

··~r; .: 

2.1. PERFORMANCE METRlCSSELECTION' 

,Many performance parameters could be considered to decide what to, collect when seeking for 
knowledge of system load. It is important to define criteria forselecting these parameters- (user 
or system sensitive?). Conventional approaches use as a referential metrie the number of 
processes waiting, locally, for their CPUs (ready queue length, rql). Such approaches are 
attracting in view of their simplicity but show to be inadequate in some not unusual 
cireumstances, for example: 

• When there exists a diversity of CPUs prc)c,essing power in the network; slow CPUs with 
few processes in -their ready queu~ Will be overqualified when' contrasted against a faster 
CPU with a longer queue . -

• When some attributes about process behaviour (CPU bound, l/O 'bound, etc.) are known; it 
have been shown that no correlation exists between' the mean number of processes in the 
ready queue and the response time of an arriving l/O bound jobo This parameter could be a 
useful indication only for CPU bound jobs. . 

Conclusions trom previous research ([6], [12], [16], [17], [18]) observe: 

• The mean number of processes waiting for their CPUs cannot' be generally applied to any 
job type and any load condition in a node. The problem with this metrie arise trom ignoring 
conditions on other system resources. 

• Anextremely sensitive eorrelation exists between l/O traffie in the node and the response 
time for l/O bound jobs. 

• A correlation exists between free memory ,size and the ,number of proeesses in ready queue. 
Therefore, a correlation exists betw~ free memorysize ~d response time for a jobo 

• A correlation exists between the number of l/O paekets being transferred by the network 
interface and the response time for ajobo 

;'.'l\:s"expeeted, itwas shoWn1hat a metric based,ol1 a single resoureeresults not suitable for 
,,' thé general problem. 

Consequent1y; combiniDg rq/ and jobattributes seems to be insufficient for helping the user to 
decide in the general case and hence a mu/tiple resource metric (mrm) was devised. 
This metric supplies an index load for each considered resource, and a copy of the set of all 
mrm nodes is available, for each node, in a MRM data base . 
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On deciding whichresources and metrics should be included,"'issuesdjuCh)!lS" refit:zWle'" 
representation af load condition, computing overhead and indepeitdence-~ 91'.fibntrot 'were 
extensively considered. 

F or our computing environments in tbe network of workstations, w'e defined mrm consisting 
of a representative group of metrics related to basic resources, as follo\Vs: 

mrm = <CAPP, CMC, DT, NT> where, 

• CAPP, current available processing power in the node~ is a relation between the declared 
processing speed (MIPS) and the number ofprocesses currently servicedby the local CPU. 

• CMC, current memory capacity, is the,free memory size in the node. 
• DT, disk transfers, is the amount of data transferred on each disk (internal l/O traffic). 
• NT, network transfers, is the number of l/O packets on each network interface (extemal l/O 

traffic). 

Load condition of each node in the network is provided to the system by 'a metric such as the 
one above described. Each parameter value in the 4-tuple is dynamically computed. A 
dedicated process LocaC Load _ Evaluator is in charge of recording changes in the loading state 
of resources. 
Depending on system objectives and userskill, decision making could be based on diverse and 
complex criteria such as user .pi'ocess·requirements upr (tumaround time, response time, reIiabiIity, 
,etc), user processes attributes upa (CPU or I/O bound, memory required, execution time, etc.), 

system performance sp (throughput, CPU usage, load balancing, etc.) and nodes available 
",::apability mrm (CPU availability, communication links, memory and oth.er devices capabilities, etc.). 

As a simple example, let us assurne tbat we are in a system condition where N avaiIable nodes di1fer 
I~ssentially in Current Memory Capacity (CMe) and MIPS provided. Due to system dynamics tbey 
;:llso differ in Current Available Processing Power (CAPPi. User processes are CPU intensive tasks 
;md their main requirements are Memory Required (MR) and Desired Response Time (DR1). 
A/C, CAPP, MR and DRT, are each c1assified or divided into a number ofleve1s (high, medium, 

:; :lbW, or more levels). Other processes requirements on system resources, such as access to 
:~ndary storage, can be equally fuIfilled by any of theavailable nodes and· there will not be 
:network transfers (except for initial process migration, which is equally costly for every node). 
The user can adopt a simple allocation criterla such as the one sketched below~ 

• HavingMR best fit satisfied, satisiY DRTby allocating the process to the best titted node (tbe one 
with minimum CAPP fulfilling process requirement). In case of equal CAPP values for more than 
'()De node then node selection is random. 

Where CAPP is defined as the ratio of the specific value for its CPU speed (MIPS) to the number of 
current allocated processes.'· 
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e" ,.{f,me. strat~gy:alsoconsiders the situation where idle nodes exists, then; iffor two 'Or more nodes 
... (,~PP" ¡.s, ~~, and sorne of these nodes is in idle1 state then the process is allocated to that idle 

node, 
j ~', . ( 

Using this simple criteria,load ,balancing is dynarnicaIly attempted; by allocating to the 'process that 
processor with best fitted remaining processor power, Under equality, when idle processors exists 
these are preferred to avoid context ~tch overhead. 

Tbis ought to be done following our primary objective in tbis first stage; gathering data to help 
building a mapping function.o, for automatic deeision of an execution site, such that 

a (upr, upa, sp, MRM) == node¡ where, MRM = {mnn¡ } (1 ~ i ~ N) 

',1.2. DATA GATBERlNG STRATEGIES 

In order to avoid falling into an unwanted overhead and its involved side effects, it was 
,neeessary to decide when and ,how frequently to colleet data. 
Aiming to provide recently updated information on' system load condition we proposed a 
periodic-and-eyent-based strategy, The ,basie aetions Within tbis strategy are: 

,e, Every certainprefixed interval, a timer interrupt occurs and, each node broadcasts2 its own 
state (mrm) to the rest ofthe nodes. Individual intervals are sbifted along the global time to 
reduce collision rateo 

-., Each time a job~ arrives to the system , the entry node cheeks (ageing control procedure) if 
every item in MRM was updated within thatprefixed interval.:If some node ~pd,ate is Qut 
of tbis threshold then a request, for updated mrm values, will be sent to that node. 

'Simple data ,structures (to describe the multiple resource metric for each network node) and 
procedures (for periodic andevent based updates) will be necessary. 

2.3. TBE SCHEDULER 

This section describes how information is colleeted and how the scheduler components 
interact. See figure 3. 

2 
A nade is defmed as being in an idIe state when no user proccss is running. 
MesS8ge lenglh is small enough lo be transmitted in on1y one packet. 
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Figure 3: 'Load Balancing Scheduler Architedure. 

As we previously said, the User Interface is divided inta art eXíernal layer responsible of 
interacting with the user and another internallayer in charge of requesting information. On this 
respect we briefly say tbat, as in our previous works, this interface is designed under a'ñobject 
oriented approach. 
Because we want to explain here how information is collected, now wegointo sorne detail 
about intbrmation subsystem designo 

Two main groups ,of processes can be identified here, one is dedicated to cornmunications and 
the other to maintain Joading information. 
The first group is composed of Sender, Rece;ver and Communicat;on_Manager processes and 
the later consists of Coilector, Lexal_ Load..Evaluator and Ageing_ Analyzer processes. 
Next sec:tion deScribes how theSe processes intercornmunicate. 
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2.3.1. PROCESSES DESCRlPTlON 

Sender and Receiver processes interact with the network interface. Sender sends a message to 
a given destination while Receiver remains listening for a mrm information message arrival. 
Both interact with Communication..Manager. 

Communication _Manager performs the following functions: 

• Packing and unpacking of messages to be delivered and received. 

And depending on the type of message received, 

• Redirect the mrm information coming from a remote node to the Collector process or 
• Request to the Locall~)':valuator. local mrm updated infonnation to be sent to a 

remote node requiring it. 

This process becomes active when: 

• A message arrives to the node. 
• Local mrm information must be transmitted to one, sorne or all nodes in the system. 
• Extemal mrm information is old (out ofthe interval threshold) and must be updated. 

Communications are of two types: 

• Po¡nt-to-point communication, when (local or extemal) mrm information update is required. 
• Broadcast, at the moment a node is initiated (connected to the network) an initiating 

message is sent. The content of that message mainly refers to the new node arrival, its local 
mrm and an extemal mrm request. 

Three types of messages are recognized: 

.• Request of local mrm information. 
• Arrival of external mrm information. 
• lnitiating message. 

LocalLoad_Evaluator, evaluates periodically or under request, the loading cond.iti~ns of 
node resources. The information produced (mrm) is sent to the Communicationjílanager 
which pack it in· a message and depending on the type of service send the message to the 
Collector process or broadcasts it to the network nodes or send it to an specified destination. 
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Co/lector, handles data structures supporting information (mrm) relative to a11 system nodes. 
Messages containing this informatjon and received by the Co//e~tQ.~l·i r~e.r5 r~~nat~d 
asynchronously in extemal nodes or periodically in the local' nóde' 'by the 
Local. Load .. Eva/llator, and afterwards delivered by the Commllnication. Manager. 

AgeinLAnaly~r, when a job arriVe5,. to the system thi$ process is activat~ by 
·lnformation_Requester (which msjdes in. the User InteIÍace area). It is responsible of 
controlling, for every node in the' system, if the. time elapsed froIn the last update of mrm 

. informatíon is below the prefixed. threshold. Ir an out-of-date condition is detected for the mrm 
information corresponding to ·a system. node, then Ageing. Ant;llyzer request to 
(~omm,micationManag~r to send a message to that node requiring the up-to-date version. 

3. SYSTEM TUNING 

Some considerations on system performance are illustrated here. 
In order the system, for the expected improvements, could be adopted it Is necessary to ponder 
its cost which must not exceed benefits. As an example, costs and benefits related to 
peIÍormance, can be measured in 'time units· (even though, depending on goals, ' other type of 

. units ·can be used). 
That is to say, that at least the fo11owing relation must hold: 

TI is the time without using the system, 
T 2 is the time when using the system, 
T 3 is the time needed to execute the procedures for improvements 
and time is any time variable in the IIpr or upa sets. 

Components <>f T3 should be carefully studied and observed while, ~ecutin8 the system. 
Typica11y, communication overhead is an extremely important factor, and thus tlte following 
issues are .being carefully consider(~: . 

• Elapsed time between mrm local evaluations (inter-mrm-evaluation time)~ 
• Elapsed time between mrm external updates for ageing decision (threshold or inter-mrm

update time). Tbis parameter should be very much similar to the expected Job i~terarrival 
time. 

• Alternative interprocess communication primitives and cornmuni,cation protocols. 
• Altemative approaches with multicast communication and dedica~ed metric-storing.servers. 
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~. CONL"LUSIONS 

The. User Supervised Load-Balancing Scheduler presented here is part of an incremental 
development for an automatic Load-Balancing System. This incremental approach aims to learn 
fromsystem behaviour those relevant factors affecting its performance. Diverse metrics and 
strategies are being devised and will be evaluated. 
Sta,tistical information built during tbis first stage will be used as input for training embedded 
intelligent tools in further stages. Such intelligent tools, as neurat networks and genetic 
algorithms, are being implemented to help automatic system decision. On the other side, it is 

expected that the proposed system arcbitecture will contribute to learn how to better exploit 
the parallel nature of these tools by a suitable distribution of their software components all over 
the system. 
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